
 

POST OF HOSTEL SUPERINTENDENT CUM PHYSICAL 

TRAINING OFFICER 

TRAINING SUBORDINATE SERVICES

(Notification No.

The candidates whose register numbers are mentioned below have 

been provisionally admitted  to Onscreen Certificate  Verification  to the post 

of Hostel superintendent cum physical training officer in Tamil Nadu 

Employment and Training subordinate services

written  examination  published  on 

examination was held on 21

0101001038 0101001092 0101001150
0101001181 0101001217 0101001219
0101001351 0101001386 0101001396
0201001178 0201001185 0201001202
0201002156 1001001131 1001001149
1001001214 1001001232 1001001253
1001001292 1001001301 1001001312
1001001382 1001001396 1001001400
1001002040 1001002188 

 

Notes:- 

1. The onscreen  certificate  verification  will  be done based  on the  
documents already  uploaded  by the  candidates  at  the time  of   
submission  of   online application

2. After onscreen certificate verification, the list of eligible candidates for the 
physical certificate 

3. Mere inclusion of  the register numbers of  candidates in the above list will  
not imply that  his/her  candidature  has  been  fully considered  for next 
stage  of selection. 

 4. The candidates  whose register numbers are found in the above list have 
been admitted  provisionally to the onscreen certificate  verification  based 

HOSTEL SUPERINTENDENT CUM PHYSICAL 

TRAINING OFFICER IN TAMIL NADU EMPLOYMENT AN

TRAINING SUBORDINATE SERVICES 

(Notification No.24/2023, dated 18.10.2023

The candidates whose register numbers are mentioned below have 

been provisionally admitted  to Onscreen Certificate  Verification  to the post 

Hostel superintendent cum physical training officer in Tamil Nadu 

Employment and Training subordinate services based  on the results  of  the 

written  examination  published  on 07.03.2024  for which the  written 

21.01.2024 FN & AN. 

0101001150 0101001156 0101001161
0101001219 0101001221 0101001252
0101001396 0201001104 0201001135
0201001202 0201002037 0201002142
1001001149 1001001157 1001001182
1001001253 1001001254 1001001273
1001001312 1001001327 1001001339
1001001400 1001002013 1001002030

AND 1001002224  

certificate  verification  will  be done based  on the  
documents already  uploaded  by the  candidates  at  the time  of   
submission  of   online application. 

2. After onscreen certificate verification, the list of eligible candidates for the 
rtificate verification will be published in the ratio of 1:3

3. Mere inclusion of  the register numbers of  candidates in the above list will  
not imply that  his/her  candidature  has  been  fully considered  for next 

 

The candidates  whose register numbers are found in the above list have 
been admitted  provisionally to the onscreen certificate  verification  based 
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HOSTEL SUPERINTENDENT CUM PHYSICAL 

IN TAMIL NADU EMPLOYMENT AND 

 

, dated 18.10.2023) 

The candidates whose register numbers are mentioned below have 

been provisionally admitted  to Onscreen Certificate  Verification  to the post 

Hostel superintendent cum physical training officer in Tamil Nadu 

based  on the results  of  the 

for which the  written 

0101001161 0101001176 
0101001252 0101001254 
0201001135 0201001160 
0201002142 0201002148 
1001001182 1001001193 
1001001273 1001001283 
1001001339 1001001343 
1001002030 1001002036 

 

certificate  verification  will  be done based  on the  
documents already  uploaded  by the  candidates  at  the time  of   

2. After onscreen certificate verification, the list of eligible candidates for the 
of 1:3. 

3. Mere inclusion of  the register numbers of  candidates in the above list will  
not imply that  his/her  candidature  has  been  fully considered  for next 

The candidates  whose register numbers are found in the above list have 
been admitted  provisionally to the onscreen certificate  verification  based 



2 
 

on their rank  position,   rule   of    reservation   of   appointments   and  
the  number  of vacancies. 

5. The admission of candidates to onscreen certificate verification is purely 
provisional subject   to   verification    and   acceptance   of    their   claims    

in the online applications in respect of date of birth, Educational/Technical 
qualification, community, PSTM, experience etc. If any of their claims are 
found to be false or incorrect, their provisional admission to onscreen 

certificate verification will be cancelled and they will not be admitted to the 
next stage of selection. 

6. The candidates who have appeared for Written Examination on      

21.01.2024 FN & AN to the post of Hostel Superintendent cum Physical 
Training Officer in Tamil Nadu Employment and Training Subordinate 
Services and whose register numbers are not found in the above list have 
not been admitted to the Onscreen Certificate Verification for the said post.  

7. The admission of above candidates for Onscreen Certificate Verification is 
purely provisional subject to final orders to be passed in W.A.(MD) No.181 of 
2023 and CMP (MD) 2247 of 2023 pending  before the Hon’ble  Madurai 
Bench of Madras High Court and other cases relating to this recruitment, if 
any,  pending on the files of the Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at Madras / 
Madurai Bench of Madras High Court. 

8. The candidates who have been admitted to onscreen certificate verification 

are not assured to be admitted for next stage of selection. 

9. The candidates  who have been  admitted  to onscreen certificate  
verification are hereby advised  to watch the Commission’s  website  

frequently,  regarding the  information   of    mode,  place,   date  and  time    

of    physical   certificate verification. 

 
Chennai – 600 003        Secretary 

 

Dated:   15.03.2024                                                             
 

 

 

 

 

 


